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Su Ping nodded and said, “Please enlighten me, senior.”

“I’m not really your senior. You’re already an Ancestral God now, the same as me, and you’re the ancestor of a clan. We

don’t have to lower our heads to anyone. That is, except for the old monsters from the Seven Greatest Clans.”

Wen Tian patted the chair and said, “Come on, have a seat.”

Su Ping felt at a loss when he saw the guy enjoying himself on the comfortable chair. He suddenly understood why the

guy’s statue was lying down. This Ancestral God was obviously a person who would never stand if he could sit.

Once Su Ping took a seat, Wen Tian said, “It’s hard for an Ancestral God to kill another Ancestral God, but it’s best not to

cross the Seven Greatest Clans, because their eldest are already at the peak of our realm and close to the end of chaos. I

don’t know how strong they are exactly, but all of them have killed other Ancestral Gods before!

“Therefore, it’s better to stay clear of their path.

“Apart from the Seven Greatest Clans, there are a hundred and twenty-one high-ranked clans in the world of gods, and

thirty-two of them have two Ancestral Gods. They’re much stronger than normal high-ranked clans. After all, one of their

Ancestral Gods can keep you busy while the other destroys your clan. There’s nothing you can do.

“Among the thirty-two clans, nine have three Ancestral Gods. They’re only second to the Seven Greatest Clans.

“It would be better for you not to cross those people, unless you intend to carry your clan with you and ee forever.

“As for the others… There’s nothing important. There are a few clans that basically act as the dogs of the Seven Greatest

Clans. Try not to offend them. For example…”

Wen Tian made comprehensive introductions of all the high-ranked clans in the world of gods.

Only brief descriptions could be found in the institute’s library; on the other hand, Wen Tian revealed many secrets,

including which Ancestral Gods were behind the clans and their pro ciencies. In particular, Wen Tian had fought some of

them and would obviously know them better. He then asked Su Ping to commit the information to memory.

Once the topic was fully addressed, Wen Tian continued with the rules Ancestral Gods followed. For example, there were

forbidden lands that nobody could wantonly enter, unless they had the Seven Greatest Clans’ approval.

There were also some Mysterious Realms that required the seven clan’s approval to explore.

The best resources were mostly monopolized by the Seven Clans in the Archean Divinity.

Aside from them, there were only the dangerous, indomitable lands left.

The strong get everything. This should be the rule in any world, unless someone even stronger breaks it and establishes his

own monopoly…

Su Ping’s knowledge of that world became richer. He was still too weak to ght all the high-ranked clans. It would be a

suicidal idea that would only bring about the destruction of mankind.

So, there were some rules he had to abide by.

However, it wasn’t a really strict arrangement. The worst consequence for violating rules was to offend the Seven Clans,

provoking the old monsters to kill him.

However, he couldn’t be killed in that world.

Nobody knew that, not even Wen Tian. Therefore, Su Ping only needed to be relatively respectful; he would only take

action if attacked.

Several days later—

Su Ping left the Mysterious Realm and remembered everything Ancestral God Wen Tian had told him.

The two sparred a bit before he left. Su Ping didn’t draw power from the world to enhance himself, resulting in Wen Tian

completely suppressing him.

However, it was only suppression, not death.

Of course, Su Ping didn’t know if Wen Tian had gone all out.

He thought that the latter was even stronger than Ancestral God Hao Tian and the Rain Ancestor.

It was hard to kill someone who was on the same level, but defeating them fast enough would be the same as killing them!

Once out of the mysterious realm, Su Ping held lectures in the Heavenly Path State under the Chief Elder’s invitation. It was

a way to reciprocate for the institute’s guidance.

Being an Ancestral God, Su Ping attracted everyone to the lecture hall, including many elders. He then demonstrated the

Dao of Fire and showed his undying universe in the process, which could inspire Ascendants and even God Emperors.

The undying universe of re… He’s reached the supreme level with only the Fire Dao. I will surely surpass him when I

cultivate my own undying universe… In the crowd, Qian Hong’s eyes glittered; her ghting will was reignited.

She still had an opportunity!

After the lecture—

Su Ping looked for the Chief Elder and the others to talk about what he knew about the Heavens. He had stayed in the

Heaven Path Institute partly because he wanted to send the message to all gods with his new identity, so that everyone

could take precautions.

Su Ping’s identity was extraordinary at the moment. The elders promised that they would deliver his message to all the

clans. No one would underestimate an Ancestral God’s warning.

After bidding goodbye to the people in the institute, Su Ping went to the Chaos Perception Dragon’s new home.

Hardly had he arrived when Su Ping noticed two hidden, yet terrifying auras of chaos, one bigger than the other. Su Ping

was familiar with the bigger one; it belonged to the Chaos Perception Dragon.

However, his senses were sharper than before. He could also feel the terrifying power contained in the dragon’s suppressed

aura.

No wonder it’s called a ferocious beast.  Su Ping didn’t think he could resist, even if he invoked the power within a radius of

800,000 kilometers.

Aside from the Chaos Perception Dragon’s aura, Su Ping was very familiar with the smaller aura of chaos, too. Even though

smaller when compared with the dragon elder, he was surprised by the enormous size.

Su Ping moved closer and saw the Chaos Perception Dragon mountainous body lying on the ground. In front of its chest

was a gigantic cocoon, which resembled a chaotic storm. An immense aura of chaos was spreading out every now and then.

Evolving was made easier and faster when cultivating near the cocoon.

“Huh?”

The Chaos Perception Dragon rolled its bloody eyes and found Su Ping’s tiny body. “You’re an Ancestral God already? You

change enormously every time I see you. I even suspect that you come from the long-gone world of chaos.”

“I hope that was true.” Su Ping then asked, “Is it not fully recovered yet?”

“Its consciousness has already recovered. It’s at the moment assimilating the Great Dao inside its body. It’ll become an

Ancestral God as strong as you when it fully evolves,” said the Chaos Perception Dragon, “Still, it would be better to leave it

alone for now. Let it focus on cultivating; this is a rare opportunity.”

Su Ping nodded. The young Chaos Beast had stayed there a long time. However, hundreds of years were just the blink of an

eye for the old dragon.

“Keep taking care of him, then,” said Su Ping.

“It’s my job anyway.” The Chaos Perception Dragon snorted.

Su Ping smiled and talked to the dragon elder for a while, then said goodbye and left the Archean Divinity.

Once back in the store, Su Ping concealed his aura and spread his consciousness beyond the store, covering the entire green

glass planet.

The planet was like a tiny ball in Su Ping’s eyes; he could explore any place with ease.

He even sensed the three cyborg leaders busily doing their things, while they never sensed his presence.

Furthermore, Su Ping noticed that the Primordial Empyrean Master was cultivating. To his surprise, a bell rang close to the

guy when he examined him.

Su Ping even felt that his consciousness had struck something. It was stopped like a tide crashing against a reef.

The Fortune Bell is really a great item.  Su Ping’s eyes glittered as he withdrew his senses.

On the other hand, the Primordial Empyrean Master woke up in shock. He looked frightened as he turned to examine the

Fortune Bell ringing in his hand. He was cultivating in seclusion. How could there be any danger? Besides, this is a safe

place!

The Fortune Bell soon calmed down.

This meant that there was no more danger.
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